
CREATING A LEARNING 
ORGANISATION

LEARNING TEAMS

Facilitated by Amanda Clements (Road Services), Sarah Colley and Nicole Ashcroft (Utilities) 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Transparency : The grey background is 50 percent. Right click and click format  shape and click picture to change to your favourite picture.



CLEVER BEAR

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
FACILITATOR: SC The ability to radically collaborate is a culmination of everything we have learnt to date.It is the highest of the competencies. Almost no one can do it.It means you have to come from integrity – you have to know what you stand for and come from a place of authenticity for the greater good. You have to know what is important and focus your 7Units on that as you will be presented with many moment of choice in engaging with othersYou have to operating from effective frames and be mindful of heuristics.You have to be authentic and internally locused.You will already have to of build effective relationships.And no vision will become alive and shared without effective engagement and collaboration. 



Harnessing the collective 
knowledge to improve 

LEARNING

Understand work in reality to 
generate IMPROVEMENTS
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TODAYS

AGENDA
 Learning Team Process

 Simulated Learning Team Event

 Insight into where we are now 
on the journey
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Full Spectrum of Work
Shifting the focus from looking backwards and being reactive to looking forwards proactively

A small percentage of work results 
in a near miss or incident; only 

focusing here limits our capacity to 
improve

Incident / 
Near Miss

Most of the time work is messy, 
challenges evolve and changes 

occur rapidly as time progresses.

Normal 
Work

Sometime work outcomes are 
beyond our expectations – a 

great opportunity to learn and 
replicate what work well

Positive 
Surprises

WORK
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VS

Work as Done

what managers think should happen

ordered - without surprise

everything runs by the book

Work as Imagined

what actually happens
messy - lots of variation, adaptive

driven by operational demands and 
needs, not procedures
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The Learning Teams Process

Learning team event Post-eventPre-event

Incident/ Business 
challenge

• Define the 
challenge

• Prepare
• Collate data

Understand the issue

Discuss:
• What works
• What is difficult
• Challenges

Make sense of the 
insights

• Theme findings
• Reframe into 

challenge 
statements

• Vote on priorities

Develop possible 
solutions

• Define the issue
• Brainstorm 

possibilities
• Decide on a path 

forward

Sustainable 
improvements

• Issue report 
• Manager review
• Develop a plan
• Pilot ideas
• Implement 

change

Identify Need
Discover
Learnings

Analyse
Findings

Design 
Solutions

Implement 
Improvements

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
FACILITATOR: SC how is success created, challenged and broken? what helps and hinders performance? what tools, resources and strategies do people rely on to achieve success?what conditions and constraints make work difficult? what mechanisms are in place to understand how success is created/challenged? 
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EXPLORING EXPERIMENTING

DISCOVERY ANALYSIS SOLUTIONS IMPROVEMENTS
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Learning Team 
Ground Rules

For an effective learning team 
it’s important to be… 

Curious

Respectful and open

Solution focused

You are the experts
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DISCOVERY
When things are going right they cannot go wrong

at precisely the same moment
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Review previous conference or workshop experiences to:

 Design an effective presentation

 Identify factors that contribute to a successful event

 Identify factors that detract from an engaging experience

Conference Experience
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What is the point of conferences?

Latest 
Information

Network 
with Peers

Excuse to 
miss work

Exposure to 
new ideas
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Describe what makes a conference 
presentation or workshop successful.

 What specific things do people rely on to be 
successful?

 Consider what processes / tools / 
information / interactions / people make 
conference presentations successful

DISCOVERY

SUCCESS FACTORS
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Describe what hinders / makes conference 
presentations or workshops unpleasant?

 What hinders performance?

 Consider  processes / tools / information 
/ interactions / people make conference 
presentations ineffective

DISCOVERY

DIFFICULT FACTORS
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What has not been done, but you would like to 
see in a conference presentation or workshop?

DISCOVERY

INNOVATION
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ANALYSE
Participative decision making improves 

organisational performance  
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Review the Discovery Wall and see what themes and 
patterns you can pick up

 Discuss what are the main conditions and constraints
that contribute to a successful conference 
presentation?

 Identify the top 3 to 5 issues if addressed would 
improve the conference experience

Making sense of what the data tells
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SOLUTIONS
Self-determined change drives local solutions
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Challenge statement:
E.g. How do we design an engaging and entertaining conference presentation?

CAUSES:
List any potential causes that contribute to 
this issue

SYMPTOMS:
List any real or felt effects from these 
causes 

IMPACTS:
List any impacts that occur as a result of this 
issue i.e. poor quality, turnover etc.

HOW OFTEN:
How often does this occur? weekly, 
monthly etc.

IMPROVEMENT IDEAS:



THE 
PITCH
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The Learning Teams Process

Learning team event Post-eventPre-event

Incident/ Business 
challenge

• Define the 
challenge

• Prepare
• Collate data

Understand the issue

Discuss:
• What works
• What is difficult
• Challenges

Make sense of the 
insights

• Theme findings
• Reframe into 

challenge 
statements

• Vote on priorities

Develop possible 
solutions

• Define the issue
• Brainstorm 

possibilities
• Decide on a path 

forward

Sustainable 
improvements

• Issue report 
• Manager review
• Develop a plan
• Pilot ideas
• Implement 

change

Identify Need
Discover
Learnings

Analyse
Findings

Design 
Solutions

Implement 
Improvements

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
FACILITATOR: SCFacilitator to prepare and issue report then upload findings into LucidityManagement to review outcomes from Learning Team and agree on action to take
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EXPLORING EXPERIMENTING

DISCOVERY ANALYSIS SOLUTIONS IMPROVEMENTS
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Improvement Teams
Design and implement improvement ideas

RESEARCH
Gather further 
information about 
potential solutions

4

3

1

2
ACTIONS
Define actions and agree 
on responsibilities

SHARE
Implement effective 
solutions and share 
learnings

TRIAL
Test, trial and 
experiment with new 
ideas and solutions
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Where are we now
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What have we achieved?
Since late 2018 we have been experimenting with the Learning Teams approach

35

40+

Completed Learning Team Events
15 Learning Teams to proactively learn & improve
20 Incident Learning Teams 

12
Internal Facilitators Trained
Learning Teams Masterclass completed using the most 
advanced experiential learning techniques in a simulated 
environment 

Improvements Pitched
Of the best ideas have resulted in participants progressing 
their ideas into improvements change plans and taken action

200+ Ideas Generated
As a result from the collective collaboration off the 
participants 
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A failed network isolation was followed by a learning team event 
for all Logan Water stakeholders. Lots of insights gained about 
the whole issue, not just the failure. An engineering control is 
changing how we isolate our buried valves. First in industry to 
physically isolate buried valves

An effective administrative control changed how we set up the 
systems to support good quality, safe and effective work, 
‘procedures are not the activity’.

LEARNING TEAM 
CASE STUDY
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GREATER UNDERSTANDING OF REALITY

UNDERSTANDING WORK AS DONE  | EFFECTIVE 
SOLUTIONS

HIGHER LEVELS OF MOTIVATION

AUTONOMY  |  OWNERSHIP  |  SELF-DETERMINED 
CHANGE

RELATIONSHIPS STRENGTHENED

SHARED ACCOUNTABILITY, UNDERSTANDING AND 
PERSPECTIVES  |  PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY 

SIGNIFICANTLY HIGH ENGAGEMENT

INTERESTED  |  EXCITED  |  COMMITTED  |  SURPRISED 

BENEFITS
What are we seeing as a result of the 
Learning Teams? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SIGNIFICANTLY HIGH ENGAGEMENTParticipants are excited and genuinely interested in attending a Learning Team. The majority have commented that they would definitely like to be involved in future Learning Teams. BUILDING POSITIVE RELATIONSHIPSIt has been found that more often than not traditional investigations negatively impact relationships. In comparison Learning Teams enable a shared understanding and perspectiveHIGHER LEVELS OF MOTIVATIONGreater autonomy over ones destination leads to increased levels of motivation and self-efficacy (the belief and confidence to perform at a high standardGreater autonomy over ones destination leads to increased levels of motivation and self-efficacy (the belief and confidence to perform at a high standard) Creating a psychologically safe environment allows open, frank and honest discussions leading to greater understanding of work as done in reality (rather than holding back information for fear of reprisal).  
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THANK-YOU
WANTING MORE? PLEASE TALK TO US IN THE BREAK OR ARRANGE A CALL
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